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Abstract-The electric potential distribution for two-dimensional polar dielectrics is discussed. The 
polarization P is allowed to be a non-linear function of the electric potential gradient -E. Maxwell’s 
equations then provide a non-linear equation for the scalar electric potential. On application of an 
appropriate hodograph transformation this equation is linearised. A Bergman series technique is adopted in 
order to generate solutions of the latter equation for arbitrary P-E laws. Particular laws associated with 
termination of the series are constructed. Further. uniform convergence aspects of the series expansions 
when there is no truncation are noted. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper (Coffey and Scaife[l]) problems for a certain non-linear dielectric medium 
were investigated. A non-linear second-order partial differential equation describing the electric 
potential distribution in the non-linear dielectric medium was generated. Here, the analogue of 
this non-linear equation for a general non-linear polar dielectric is investigated for two- 
dimensional electric potential distributions. 
Linearly, polarised plane electromagnetic pulse propagation through non-linear dielectric 
media has been recently investigated by Kazakia and Verkataraman[2] and Rogers er al.[3]. In 
the latter paper, series solutions of a hodograph system descriptive of the pulse propagation 
were generated corresponding to general D-E and B-H relations. For certain non-linear 
‘constitutive laws’ the governing equation was reduced to a hyperbolic canonical form as- 
sociated with the classical wave equation. The availability of arbitrary parameters in these laws 
allows approximation to non-linear dielectric laws generated empirically or theoretically. 
Analogous methods have proved of considerable importance in both gas-dynamics and non- 
linear elasticity[4-81. It is here shown that such techniques and their generalisations are 
applicable to the theory of plane, non-linear polar dielectrics. 
?. THE BASIC EQUATIONS 
A non-linear polar dielectric medium is considered in which 
P = A(E*)E = eo[k(E*) - !]E, 
where P is the polarization and -E is the potential gradient. In 
P = l o(ko - l)E, 
(1) 
the case of a linear dielectric 
(2) 
where co is the absolute permittivity of free space, and k, is the relative permittivity of the 
dielectric medium at low frequencies and low field strengths, In [I] the particular non-linear law 
in which the field-dependent relative permittivity k(E’) is of the form 
k(E*) = k,( I- AE') 
was adopted (see also Biittcher[9]) where A is an appropriate constant. 
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The electric displacement D is such that 
V.D=p 
where p is the true charge density and 
D = e,,k(E*)E, 
whence 
V[k(E’)E] = 0. (6) 
(4) 
(5) 
Further, for static field considerations, Maxwell’s equations provide 
VxE=O (7) 
so that 
E=VV (8) 
where V is a scalar electric potential. 
Attention is henceforth confined to two-dimensional configurations whence (6) implies the 
existence of U(x, y) where 
k(E*)E, = $;, k(E’>E, = -5: (9) 
and (x, y) are the usual rectangular Cartesian co-ordinates. Combining (8) and (9) provides the 
non-linear system 
0 l/k(E*) V 
-k(E*) I[ 1 0 U y’ 
Introduction of a hodograph transformation wherein E and 0 are taken as the new independent 
variables with 
provides 
E, f iEz = E e-‘” (11) 
~I.=E-‘(~l,~+~~l,~ei~ 
$~.=E-‘($l~+&$[ Jeib 
O<IJ(E,8;x,y)(<m (12) 
where z = x + iy. The integrability condition for the latter pair of equations generates the linear 
hodograph system 
0 
k(E)IE 
or, more conveniently, 
(13) 
(14) 
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on introduction of 
E* = /co-‘A dg = I,: [ -k-&(&)]“*dE, 
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(15) 
A = Ek-‘[-k&(&)]“2, (16) 
and J5, is an appropriate reference field strength 
Elimination of U in equation ( 13) provides 
where 
v*f=&+-$ 
(17) 
(18) 
If we further set 
v = v*A”z 
then (17) reduces to 
V*2V*+nv*=o 
where 
fi = _A112(A-l/z)M~ 
Solutions of (20) are sought in the form 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
V* = 2 f.(E*)F., (22) 
n=O 
where each F, is a harmonic function of E* and 8. On formal substitution of (22) into (20) it is 
seen that the latter is satisfied when 
so that if we set 
2$$=-F., 
fA+,=f::+fkf., n=0,1,2 
fo= 1 
where f. is an arbitrary harmonic function of E* and 8, then (20) has formal solutions 
form (22). 
Since the F, are harmonic functions of E* and ~9 we choose analytic functions 
l= E* + i6 such that &(c) is an arbitrary analytic function and 
(23) 
(24) 
of the 
46” (5)> 
(25) 
(26) 
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so that the representation (25). (26) for the F,, satisfies the recurrence relation (24),. Moreover, 
from (25). on repeated integration, 
whence 
Thus, the development (22) becomes 
(28) 
(2% 
(30) 
and an interchange of the process of summation and integration (on assumption of uniform 
convergence in a domain for t to be determined) 
V*(E*, 0) = F,,(E*, 0) + R, (31) 
This operation on the series development for V* is valid in exactly the same domain of the 
complex t-plane where 
2 fdE*)(- l)“(C- tr- 
n=l 2”(n - l)! 
converges uniformly. 
3. (P. E)-CONSTITUTIVE LAWS ASSOCIATED WITH TERMINATION OF THE 
BERGMAN SERIES 
If 
f Ntk =o k=1,2,... 
then (24) shows that 
which has the solution 
(32) 
where a, p are constants of integration. In particular, if p = 0, N = 1, (24) shows that 
(Al’*)‘+ a(A”*)Z+p= 0 (33) 
where 6 = -a and a is an arbitrary constant of integration: the latter equation has solutions 
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which may be listed as follows: 
(a) If /? = 0 
A”* = l/(CzE + <). 
(b) If & = 0 
(c) If p/a > 0 
A”’ = (&)“‘cot {(~/~)“*(aE* + tf)}. 
(d) If ,&T < 0 
A”* = (-@/E)“’ tanh {(-@&)‘“(aE* + q)}, 
where 8, C, i and T=) are constants of integration. 
If we set F = -k(E’).E then (13) may be written in the form 
or 
0 -F/E’ U 
EF’IF’ I[ 1 0 v B 
where 
E* = E;{F’,EF}“’ dE, 
I 
i = F’E3/F3 = A*, (F’= dF/dE). 
(34) 
(35) 
Hence, cases (a)-(d) provide 
(a) If j = 0 
F’E’/F3 = (crE* + C)-4. 
(b) If L? = 0 
F’E’/F3 = (-jE* + 8)‘. 
(c) If j/G > 0 
F’E3/F3 = (b/E)’ cot4 {(~/~)“2(GE* + 8)). 
(d) If j/G -CO 
F’E3/F’ = (-fi/~T)~tanh*{(-&6)(&E* + ii)}. 
We now proceed to determine the P-E constitutive laws associated with cases (a)-(d) as 
follows: 
(a) In this case 
(GE* + E)” = F’I(F’E3). (36) 
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while from (32) 
whence 
g = E’(crE* + #IF 
g = F*/[E(aiE* + <)*I. 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
The latter pair of equations has the solution 
E= Lcr(A B. 
1 
e + i3 e-“‘) - (GE* + Q)( A eE’ - B eeE’)]’ 
F=[A 
ciE*+C 
eE’ + B emE’] = 
-k(E’)E, 
(40) 
(41) 
where A and B are arbitrary constants. When Cy = 0, the parameter E* may be eliminated to 
provide 
F= 
_c 2’E 
[ 1 + 4C*ABE*]“*’ 
so that, we obtain the explicit P-E law 
(43) 
This is the anaiogue of the model law employed in elasticity recently by Clements and 
Rogers [Sl to model certain non-linear elastic materials is considerable practical importance. 
(b) Here 
so that, in view of (34) 
(- gE* + 8)-* = F3/( F’E3) 
dE E2 
dE* = F(- BE* + 8)” 
dF _ F*(-/?E* + 8)’ 
dE*- E ’ 
(45) 
(46) 
The latter pair of equations have the solution 
F= 
1 
[-p(AeE’+Be-E‘)-(-~E*+6)(AeE*+Be-E*)] 
= - k(E*)E, (47) 
-/jE*+g 
E = lA Ed’ + B e-“‘] 9 
where A and B are constants. 
(c) In this case it may be readily verified that 
dE - E*a 
dE* = Fa cot* {(/$Z)“‘(&G* + f)} 
dF 
dE*= 
F*fl cot’ {(&i)“2(ciE* + f)} 
EC 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
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The system (38). (39) may be obtained from (49) and (SO) by taking the limit as p-0. The 
latter pair of equations do not, in general, admit a simple analytical solution. However, they 
may be integrated numerically to provide stress-strain relations in particular cases. 
(d) This case provides the equations 
dE -E21.i 
dE* = Fb tanh’ {(- @&)“*(&E* + +j)} 
dF 
dE*= 
-F2p tanh’{( - &ila)“‘(GE* + ?j)} 
E*& 
(51) 
(52) 
The latter system provides the system (47). (48) in the limit as G-+0. As in case (c). the sytem 
(5l), (52) does not. in general. admit an analytic solution. but it may be integrated numerically. 
4. A UNIFORMLY CONVERGENT SERIES REPRESENTATION FOR THE 
SCALAR ELECTRIC POTENTIAL 
In order to determine a domain of uniform convergence for (32) the Bergman approach[lO] 
indicates that q.(E*) be sought that dominate the f.(E*), V.. that is 
(fn & 9.1. 
Here, it is assumed that 
R Q C(c - E*)-‘, cro, z<o 
while the q.(E*) are defined by the recursion relations 
q:,, = q:: + C(Z - E*)-?q, 
qo= 1, 4.(-m) =o 
whence it is readily seen that 
f” 4 4”. 
The solution of (55) may be written in the closed form 
q. = n!h.(Z - E*)-” 
where the following recurrence relations for the constants P. obtain 
where 
/.h= 1, /.&+I = &(ri + cr*)(n + P*)(n + I)_‘@ 
a*=f-(f-C)“*, fl*=f+(;_C)“’ 
y*= 1, OSClf. 
It is observed that the CL, obey the same recurrence relation 
hypergeometric series 
H(a*. p*. y*; x) = f: /Lx” 
v=o 
f y*)-’ (58) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(59) 
as the coefficients of the 
(60) 
where. in view of (59). H with all its derivatives is uniformly convergent for (xl < 1. 
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By virtue of (54), 
2 f”(E*)(- 1)“(5- f)“_’ = 
n=, 2”(n - l)! 
-GC q.r 
n=, &Is- 4-’ 
n ‘- =z,p n.(E-EE*)-“2-“~~-t~‘~’ 
(n - I)! 
(61) 
The uniform convergence of (32) and hence of the series development for the scalar electric 
potential V is assured for the region 
(62) 
If necessary, continuation of the development of V outside this domain of convergence may be 
investigated by, for instance, the Bore1 method. 
If we restrict attention to the case 
R = cc;- E*)-’ (63) 
by virtue of (21) it is seen that 
(,-“2))1 + ,-(c _ E*)-*A-“* = 0 (64) 
whence 
A-“* = y,JQ - E*l“’ + yzlc - E*Jp’, (65) 
where a*, p* are as defined by (59) and y,, y2 are arbitrary constants of integration. In 
particular, when C = 0 so that a* = 0, p* = I, the case (a) of the preceding section is generated. 
Thus, for the P-E laws associated with the relation (65), the two-dimensional scalar electric 
potential is given by 
Just as in Bergman’s theory of linear integral operators which was introduced in the context of 
plane gas-dynamics and which linked certain compressible and incompressible plane gas flows, 
so (66) provides an integral operator equation linking the scalar electric potential R,&(l) 
associated with plane linear dielectrics with the scalar electric potential V of plane non-linear 
dielectrics. 
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